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Zen (Chinese: ç¦ª; pinyin: ChÃ¡n; Korean: ì„ , translit. Seon) is a school of Mahayana Buddhism that
originated in China during the Tang dynasty as Chan Buddhism.It was strongly influenced by Taoism, and
developed as a distinct school of Chinese Buddhism.From China, Chan Buddhism spread south to Vietnam
which became Vietnamese Thiá»•n, northeast to Korea and east to Japan, where it became ...
Zen - Wikipedia
A Japanese funeral (è‘¬å„€ sÅ•gi or è‘¬å¼• sÅ•shiki) includes a wake, the cremation of the deceased, a
burial in a family grave, and a periodic memorial service.According to 2007 statistics, 99.81% of deceased
Japanese are cremated.
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